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Abstract— This paper presents a model for the behavior and
dialogue planning module of conversational service robots. Most
of the previously built conversational robots cannot perform
dialogue management necessary for accurately recognizing
human intentions and providing information to humans. This
model integrates robot behavior planning models with spoken
dialogue management that is robust enough to engage in mixed-
initiative dialogues in specific domains. It has two layers;
the upper layer is responsible for global task planning using
hierarchical planning and the lower layer engages in local plan-
ning by utilizing modules called experts, which are specialized
for performing certain kind of tasks by performing physical
actions and engaging in dialogues. This model enables switching
and canceling tasks based on recognized human intentions.
A preliminary implementation of the model, which has been
integrated with Honda ASIMO, has shown its effectiveness.

Index Terms— conversational robot, service robot, behavior
and dialogue planning, dialogue management

I. INTRODUCTION

One of our goals is to establish a general model for
building intelligent conversational robots that can engage in
dialogue with humans to understand their requests and give
useful information as well as perform desired behaviors. We
call such robots conversational service robots. We assume
that such robots employ layered architecture [1], [2], in the
top level of which is the deliberative planning module, or
the behavior and dialogue planning module. The objective
of this paper is to present a model for this module. It
takes as input human speech and gesture recognition results,
human locations, human emotion recognition results and
other information obtained by interpreting sensor output,
and generates multi-modal expressions which include texts,
gestures and/or actions.

The most important difference between a conversational
service robot and a conversational robot that does not engage
in service (hereafter a conversational entertainment robot)
is that the former must engage in task-oriented dialogues.
The former must accurately understand human request and
correctly perform requested tasks, while the latter focuses on

more real-time and emotional reactions rather than accuracy
in their behaviors. Previous research on conversational robots,
however, has not paid much attention to precise communica-
tion as in speech and language processing research.

In the context of speech and language processing research,
state-of-the-art spoken dialogue system technologies have
made it possible to build computer systems that can engage
in complicated dialogues consisting of dozens of turns to
perform tasks (e.g. [3], [4]). Although incorporating such
technologies are expected to make a conversational service
robot more usable, it is unclear how to integrate robot
architecture with spoken dialogue system architecture.

This paper presents a new model for the behavior and
dialogue planning in conversational service robots. It is
called Multi-Expert-based Behavior and Dialogue Planning
(MEBDP). MEBDP integrates intelligent robot architectures
with mixed-initiative, multi-domain spoken dialogue system
architectures. MEBDP utilizes components called experts,
which are specialized for performing certain kind of tasks
by performing physical actions and engaging in dialogues
in certain domains. With MEBDP, robots understand human
requests by engaging in spoken dialogue in a specific domain,
and then set the goal that satisfies the requests. The goal may
be achieved by physical behaviors, information providing
using spoken dialogue, or combinations of both. The goals
are stored in an agenda so that the robot can sequentially
achieve them.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section de-
scribes requirements for the behavior and dialogue planning
in conversational service robots. Then we mention previous
work and explain the details of MEBDP. Next we describe
the current implementation of MEBDP, before concluding
this paper with mentioning future work.

II. BEHAVIOR AND DIALOGUE PLANNING IN

CONVERSATIONAL SERVICE ROBOTS

Conversational service robots are dedicated to performing
service tasks in a specific environment such as in a house
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Fig. 1. Architecture for Conversational Service Robots

and in an office. For example, they are supposed to clean up
rooms, and collect garbage, and provide weather information.
They must be able to engage in dialogues with humans to
understand their requests to perform tasks and provide them
with some necessary information.

A. Architecture for Service Robots

We assume that the service robots employ conventional
multi-layered architecture. Fig. 1 depicts it, although it is
simplified. Currently we assume two layers, the upper delib-
erative layer and the lower reactive layer.

In the deliberative layer is the behavior and dialogue
planning module, on which this paper focuses. It can take
as input the recognition results and speaker identification
of human utterance and possibly other information from
the multi-modal information integrator. At appropriate times,
it outputs multi-modal expressions which include texts and
physical actions.

The reactive layer interprets and integrates sensor infor-
mation, and sends it to the deliberative layer. In addition, it
behaves according to multi-modal expressions received from
the deliberative layer.

B. Requirements

In this paper, we focus on achieving the following features
in behavior and dialogue planning module, which we believe
is crucial for the better usability of conversational robots.

• Task-oriented dialogue
Unlike conversational entertainment robots, a conver-
sational service robot must accurately understand hu-
man requests and provide information by spoken dia-
logue. Such a dialogue is called task-oriented dialogues.
Speech communication in real environments sometimes
fails for several reasons such as speech recognition
errors and poor quality of synthesized speech. The

behavior and dialogue planning module therefore needs
the ability to recover from such communication failure.

• Mixed-initiative dialogue
We focused on mixed-initiative dialogues. In mixed-
initiative dialogues, not only the system asks humans to
specify information required to perform tasks, but also
humans can speak in an unrestricted way; for example,
humans can ask questions to the system. The dialogue
will become inefficient if a conversational robot that
performs multiple tasks always starts dialogues with
questions to humans. We therefore cannot adopt a
system-directed dialogue strategy.

• Dynamic domain switching
Even while engaging in a dialogue in one domain, robots
have to switch the domain when humans want to change
to another task. If this is not possible, it must be stuck
in one domain, and the dialogue cannot proceed.

• Interruption handling
Even while speaking or performing a physical action,
robots must react to human interruption utterances. If
this is not possible, humans cannot stop or change the
robot’s actions with speech.

Note that we focus only on human utterances as inputs,
and that we do not deal with other kind of inputs such as
gesture recognition results and emotion estimation results,
although we consider that dealing with such inputs is also
important.

III. PREVIOUS WORK

There have been several pieces of work on building robots
that can engage in conversation with humans. They can be
classified into two groups.

One group is what we call conversational entertainment
robots. They are mainly dedicated to entertaining people by
chatting with them. Kanda et al.’s robot [5] has situated
modules organized in a network. It can perform more than
one hundred behaviors including making short utterances.
Hoshino et al. presented similar architecture [6]. The behav-
ior in each situated module are relatively simple, and it is
not clear whether this architecture enables performing task-
oriented dialogues.

The other group is conversational service robots. Recently,
some work tried to combine spoken dialogue systems and
service robots [7], [8], [9], [10], although they have not
addressed how to perform dialogue and behavior planning
in an integrated way.

Topp et al.’s robot employs a state-transition model for
the highest-level control module, and it has a substate where
clarification questions are made when necessary [11]. It is
unclear, however, how it can perform domain switching and
interruption handling which we desire to achieve.

A robot named jijo-2 [12] can perform tasks that require
physical actions such as delivery as well as engage in task-
oriented dialogues in several task domains such as telling



office members’ current locations and route directions. It can
switch tasks and stop navigation based on human utterances.
Although it achieves high functionality in robot conversation,
it has limitations in that the dialogue management strategies
are fixed, and that the dialogue planning is not integrated
with global task planning.

IV. MEBDP: PROPOSED MODEL

A. Incorporating dialogue management

For service robots to understand human requests and
providing information through dialogues, they need to per-
form dialogue management [13]. For example, when they
understand human questions about weather information, they
need to know about the place, the day, information type
(such as the weather, the temperature, and the probability
of precipitation), and others of the weather information
the human wants to obtain. Because not all information is
conveyed by only one utterance, they sometimes need to ask
humans to fill in missing information. In addition, because
there might be speech recognition errors, they need to make
a request to confirm some of the recognized information.

Thus far many models and algorithms for dialogue man-
agement have been proposed depending on the types of
task domains in spoken dialogue system research. Dialogue
management techniques are classified according to which
kind of representation of dialogue state is used. The dialogue
state stores the results of user utterance understanding and
user intention recognition, dialogue history including system
utterances, and all other information concerning the dialogue.
Utterance understanding updates the dialogue state according
to the language understanding result. The dialogue manage-
ment component decides the system utterance based on the
dialogue state.

For understanding human requests in relatively simple
domains, frame-based representations for dialogue states are
often used for mixed-initiative dialogues [14], [15]. A frame
is a bundle of slots each of which consists of a slot name
and a slot value. These slots represent results of user re-
quest recognition. For example, a train timetable information
system can have slots for departure city, destination city,
departure time, and arrival time. In addition to the slot values,
grounding information for each slot, and confidence value for
each slot can be stored to be used for dialogue management.
Here, grounding information roughly corresponds to infor-
mation on whether the information is confirmed or not [16].
Frame-based dialogue management strategies utilize a set of
rules that describes which action should be taken given a
dialogue state.

Although incorporating such dialogue management tech-
niques into conversational robots seems effective, it is not
simple for the following reason. Since service robots need to
perform complicated tasks, they need to plan a sequence of
subtasks by hierarchical planning. Consider the case where

the robot is asked to call person A. The robot needs to
find A’s location when it does not know, it then needs
to go to A’s location, and it needs to tell A that he/she
is being called. Although sometimes it must replan while
performing these subtasks as the situation may change, it is
effective to first plan a subtask sequence. This decomposition
of tasks into subtasks utilizes plan libraries, which describe
how a kind of task can be decomposed. On the contrary,
frame-based dialogue management strategies are different in
that they do not plan action sequence but choose only the
next action. Simply integrating these two types of planning
would make the planning process complicated. Since the
human speech understanding results are unpredictable and
even speech recognition errors may occur, the planner must
reconstruct whole plans at the end of each human speech.

B. MEBDP: A Two-Layer Model

The basic idea behind MEBDP is to split the behavior and
dialogue planning into two layers. Note that these layers are
sub-layers in the deliberative layer in the whole robot archi-
tecture. The upper layer, or task planning layer, performs
global task planning by decomposing requested tasks into a
sequence of subtasks using plan libraries. Here, a task is what
humans request the robot to perform.

The lower layer, or expert action selection layer, performs
subtasks using planners specific to the types of subtasks. We
call such planners experts. An expert decides what action to
perform next until the subtask is achieved or canceled.

The experts which can output actions are called “being in
charge.” In the current model, for the simplicity of the model,
only one expert can be in charge, although we are planning
to remove this restriction.

An expert should be prepared for each type of subtask.
Any kind of planning framework can be used. If frame-based
dialogue management is suitable for a subtask, the expert that
performs such dialogue management is used.

C. Types of Experts

In the current model, there are four types of experts.

• Request understanding experts (RU)
The subtask performed by these experts is the robot
understanding humans’ requests so that the robot can
provide necessary information or it can behave ap-
propriately. For example, RU in the train timetable
information domain can achieve the subtask that the
robot understands which information concerning the
train timetable the human needs. In most cases, frame-
based information state representation is suitable for
these experts.

• Information providing experts (IP)
These experts perform providing a human with in-
formation he/she requested. For example, IP in the
train timetable domain accesses an external database to
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Fig. 2. Change in Subtasks and Experts in the Example

retrieve timetable information requested by the human,
and interactively tells it to him/her. It decomposes the
information to be provided into small pieces and tells
them one by one and checks if the human interrupts.
When the human asks for repetition or cancellation,
the plan is reconstructed. Hierarchical planning with
interruption handling [17] can be used for these experts.

• Physical action planning experts (PAP)
These experts work in the same way as IPs except that
they plan a physical action sequence, not an utterance
sequence. They as well accept human interrupting utter-
ances.

• Information obtaining dialogue experts (IOD)
These experts plan dialogues to obtain information
necessary for performing a task. For example, one
expert in this category performs dialogue management
to obtain information about the location of some person
or an object. They are similar to RUs in that they
obtain information from humans, although the robot
mainly asks questions to humans. Frame-based dialogue
management is also effective for these kind of experts.

D. Example

Let us consider again the example that a person B asks
the robot to call A (Fig. 2). When B speaks to the robot,
all the experts try to understand the utterance. Based on
those results, the RU expert in the calling domain becomes in
charge. It controls the dialogue with the human unless he/she
changes the topic. After some exchanges of the utterances, it
understands B’s request which is set as the goal. Then it plans
a subtask sequence, obtaining A’s location, approaching A,
and telling A that he/she is being called. To obtain A’s
location, the expert for information obtaining dialogue in the
human location domain becomes in charge and engages in
the dialogue until A’s location is found. Then the PAP expert
for moving to A’s location becomes in charge. It not only
performs moving but also accepts human utterances. If the
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person who asked to call A tells the robot to cancel calling,
it stops moving and goes back. When the robot reaches A,
the IP expert in the messaging domain becomes in charge
and it tells A that he/she is being called by B.

E. Model Details

Fig. 3 shows the modules in the MEBDP and their rela-
tionship. An expert is a kind of object in the object-oriented
programming framework. Each expert has its own internal
state, which we call information state, as a spoken dialogue
system has a dialogue state. In addition to common content of
a dialogue state, physical action execution information might
be stored in the internal state of experts. Each expert has the
following four main methods.

• The understand method updates the information state
based on the human speech recognition results. This
corresponds to context-dependent speech understanding.

• The select-next-action method outputs one abstract ac-
tion based on the content of the information state. Here
an abstract action is an abstract representation of action



and it consists of the action type and additional attributes
in our implementation of MEBDP. Below is an example:

[action-type=request-confirmation,
place=tokyo,
day=tomorrow,
information-type=probability-of-precipitation],

which will be converted into the system utterance text
“Probability of precipitation in Tokyo for tomorrow?” by
the action realizer. This method corresponds to dialogue
management in the spoken dialogue systems. If it finds
that the subtask is completed, this method returns the
symbol finish. If the expert is an RU, the understanding
result is set as a new task. If the expert is an IOD, the
obtained information is stored in the global context.

• The detect-interruption method determines if the pre-
vious human utterance is an interruption to the action
being performed when this expert is being in charge.

• The handle-interruption method returns the action to be
performed after an interruption is detected.

There are three processes that run in parallel, namely, un-
derstanding process, action selection process, and execution
report handling process.

The understanding process continuously monitors input
from the multi-modal information integrator. When it re-
ceives a recognition result, it dispatches the result to all
experts with the understand method. Based on the results
of the understanding, it decides which expert should be in
charge next, as is done in multi-domain spoken dialogue
systems [18]. When an action is being performed, it calls the
detect-interruption method of the selected expert, and tells
the action selection process if the utterance is an interruption.

The action selection process iterates the following proce-
dure.

1) It first checks if there is an expert in charge. If not, it
waits for new human utterance to be understood.

2) Otherwise, it calls the expert’s select-next-action
method.

3) Unless finish is returned, it sends the returned ab-
stract action to the action realizer, which transforms
the abstract action into a multi-modal expression, and
outputs it. It waits for the success/failure report from
the execution report handling process, and it stores the
content of the report in the internal state of the expert
in charge. While waiting for the report, if it receives
a message that an interruption is detected from the
understanding process, it calls the handle-interruption
method of the expert in charge, and performs this
procedure 3).

4) When the subtask is finished, the expert to perform a
remaining subtask becomes in charge. If no subtask
remains, a new task is decomposed by the task planner
into subtask sequences, and the expert for the first
subtask becomes in charge.

5) If there is no task to be performed, it waits for a new
human utterance.

The execution report handling process receives the reports
of the success/failure of action execution from the behavior
controller and tells them to the action selection process.

F. Advantages of the Model

MEBDP meets the requirements described in Sec. II-
B. Task-oriented, mixed-initiative dialogues are possible
because MEBDP employs experts that perform dialogue
management for such kind of dialogues. Dynamic domain
switching is also possible because which expert should be in
charge is determined based on the results of human utterance
understanding by all experts. Even while one expert is in
charge and engaged in a dialogue in its domain, another
expert can be in charge when human utterance in another
domain is detected. Interruption can be handled because un-
derstanding, action selection, and execution report handling
processes run in parallel.

In addition, MEBDP makes it easy to build and maintain
the planner, because each expert is designed separately and
different planning algorithms can be used. It is possible
to add new experts without considering consistencies with
existing experts. This is one advantage of MEBDP over jijo-2
architecture, in which dialogue management strategy is fixed
[12].

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND DEMONSTRATION

We have implemented MEBDP and combined it with
the Honda humanoid robot ASIMO, a speech recognition
system Julian, and a text-to-speech system FineVoice1 for
demonstration. Julian is a variant of Julius [19] and it utilizes
network grammars as the recognition language models. For
this demonstration system, microphones and speakers directly
connected to the computers are used for the speech input and
output. We assume that the system knows who is talking to
it, as it has employed neither face recognition nor speaker
identification.

The current implementation provides templates of experts
so that it becomes easy to create new experts in specific do-
mains. For RU and IOD experts, the templates for the frame-
based dialogue management are prepared. The understand
method consists of language understanding, which converts
a speech recognition result into semantic representation, and
discourse understanding, which updates the internal state
based on the semantic representation. Developers of experts
can configure the language understanding component by
preparing the set of utterance patterns and keyword lists as in
spoken dialogue system toolkits [20]. Below are examples.

utterance patterns:
action-type: question-weather

Tell me the weather in *city* *day*

1FineVoice is a product of NTT-IT Corporation.



I’d like to know *day*’s weather in *city*
action-type: refer-city

It’s *city*
keywords:

class: *day*
today, tomorrow

class: *city*
tokyo, kyoto

They are used for generating finite-state-transducer-based
language understanding components. Discourse understand-
ing and the select-next-action method can be implemented
with Java programs using predefined methods for operating
slots.

For PAP and IP experts, the templates for simple hierar-
chical planning are prepared. The understand method can
be configured in the same way as RU and IOD experts,
although the internal states are not frames. The select-
next-action method can be configured by specifying plan
libraries for decomposing the subtask into action sequences.
Procedures for handling interrupting utterances based on the
their understanding results also need to be specified by the
developer.

The language model for the speech recognizer is automat-
ically constructed from the utterance patterns and keywords
for language understanding components in all experts so that
utterances in all the task domains can be recognized. For the
action realizer, we utilized template-based generation.

The current demonstration system can perform six tasks,
five of which are providing information such as weather
information and person’s schedules through dialogues, and
the other one is calling a person. The speech recognition
vocabulary is about 400 words. The task domain selection
based on human utterances utilizes hand-written, heuristic
rules. Fig. 4 shows an example interaction. For moving in the
room where we demonstrate the system, the current system
utilizes ultrasonic tags to locate humans, ASIMO, obstacles
such as tables and chairs [21]. Therefore it does not have to
ask the location of a human before going to him/her, unlike
the example in Sec. IV-D.

Note that the interaction is done in Japanese, although the
figure contains only English translations. In this example,
the task domain is successfully switched. Although this
example does not include interruption handling, it can be
also demonstrated. If A says “you don’t need to do that”
while ASIMO is moving to the bedroom, it stops moving
and returns to A.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented MEBDP (multi-expert-based be-
havior and dialogue planning), a two-layer model for the
behavior and dialogue planning module in conversational
service robots. The advantage of MEBDP over previously

TABLE I

SOME OF THE EXPERTS IN THE DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM

type domain description

RU weather Understands questions about weather information.
Performs frame-based dialogue management. The
frame has ten slots including information-type, date,
and place.

IP weather Tells requested weather information. Accepts re-
quests for repetition.

RU schedule Understands questions about peoples’ schedules. Per-
forms frame-based dialogue management. The frame
has two slots: person, and date.

IP schedule Tells requested schedule information. Accepts re-
quest for repetition.

RU calling Understands request for calling a person. Performs
frame-based dialogue management. The frame has
one slot person.

PAP moving Performs physical action for moving.
IP telling

message
Tells a message to a person. Waits for his/her ac-
knowledgment.

Agent Action/Utterance (En-
glish translation)

Expert

A Can you tell me to-
morrow’s weather in
Saitama?

RU in the weather do-
main

ASIMO Tomorrow’s weather in
Saitama?

A Yes.
ASIMO It will be sunny in

Saitama tomorrow.
IP in the weather do-
main

A Can you tell me B’s
schedule?

RU in the schedule do-
main

ASIMO B’s schedule for tomor-
row?

A Yes.
ASIMO B will have a meeting

with C tomorrow.
IP in the schedule do-
main

A Can you call D? RU in the calling do-
main

ASIMO I’m going to call D.
(move to D’s location)

PAP for moving

ASIMO D, A is calling you. IP for telling messages
D Okay.

Fig. 4. Example Interaction

Fig. 5. Dialogue with the Demonstration System



proposed conversational robot planner is that it enables ac-
curate mixed-initiative communication using dialogue man-
agement, switching domains, and handling interruptions. The
model has been implemented and combined with a humanoid
robot. Although the current system is limited in terms of the
numbers of tasks and the size of vocabulary for conversation,
it demonstrated the effectiveness of MEBDP.

The algorithms for dialogue management and planning
used in the experts in our current implementation are sim-
ple. It would be effective to incorporate recently developed
techniques such as reinforcement-learning-based dialogue
management [22] and strategies for avoiding unnecessary
confirmation requests [23]. We need, however, to make it
clear how to incorporate them into conversational service
robotic systems which are more complicated than single
domain spoken dialogue systems. We as well need to explore
a systematic way to construct rules for task domain selection
and rules for out-of-domain utterance detection. Our future
work also includes enabling a robot to schedule tasks when
humans asks it multiple tasks.
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